Reprints from the magazine “Military”
Friday, April 18, 2008

The magazine “Military” is a monthly publication dedicated to the military personnel who
defended their country and to those who fought for the freedom of people of other nations. I
recently read this magazine for the first time, and immediately subscribed to it.
“Military” gives permission to reprint information found in Back Channel, G-2 and Watch Center.
Readers will find some of that information below.

Wipe Out

According to FBI Director, Robert Mueller, Al-Qaeda’s goal is to wipe out the United States with
nuclear weapons.

The Uneducated Masses

Without properly educated citizens, our system of government cannot function and our rights
will not be preserved.

What Is Wrong With Liberals?

“Based on striking irrational beliefs and emotions, modern liberals relentlessly undermine the
most important principles on which our freedoms were founded. Like spoiled, angry children,
they rebel against the normal responsibilities of adulthood and demand that a parental
government meet their needs from cradle to grave.” – Dr. Lyle H. Rossiter, Jr., M.D., author of
the book, “The Liberal Mind: The Psychological Causes of Political Madness.”

Where Are His Loyalties?

On the wall in one of Obama’s Texas campaign offices hangs a Cuban flag with the image of
communist revolutionary murderer Che Guevara emblazoned on it. This begs, the question:
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Where do Obama’s loyalties lie and how will this directly affect our country? Should he be
elected president?

Elected Leaders

“The public cannot be too curious concerning the characters of public men.” – Samuel Adams,
1775.

Now To My Comments

Did you know that Obama’s childhood mentor, Frank Marshall Davis, was a communist? Well, I
didn’t until I read the article “Accuracy in Media” by Cliff Kincaid, found on page 28 of the April
issue of “Military.”

Small Towns

Did you know that research on small dying rural towns reveals that many of them are being
euthanized by speed traps? In other words, city officials in many small towns are fiddling while
their towns are being put to death. The victims refuse to buy gas and groceries in the town
where they may or may not have been masticated, and thus the town suffers economically
when the city officials are not in charge.

Thought

“The true function of a preacher is to disturb the comfortable and to comfort the disturbed.” –
Chad Walsh
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